integration of these would help overcome the super-centralization now
trying to stand against human Freedom.
Added to many such minor stations destined to someday become beau-
tiful countryside features there will be larger traffic stations at main inter-
sections. There may be really neighbourhood centres where there will be
more specialized commerce and such special entertainments as are not yet
available by every man's own fireside. They are increasingly few because
soon there will be little not reaching any man where he lives, coming by
space-annihilating devices such as broadcasting, television. And incessant
publication, of course. The cultural quality of these new means is steadily
advancing in spite of the old commercial tides of advertising now swamp-
ing them. The neighbourhood garage is an 'eating1 place—the auto camp
or 'motel' are features of mostly all Western service stations. All these
roadside units are increasing in numbers and in scope and scale as well
as in range and desirability.
Perfect distribution, like the ubiquitous publicity that serves or de-
stroys, is a common capacity of the machine probably never to be com-
pletely realized. Nor can it ever be even approximately realized in such
'centralization7 as the back and forth haul of the big city. This affair of
auto-mobilization for distribution to auto-mobilization, once it really
begins to operate, will soon revolutionize present arbitrary, wasteful trans-
portation arrangements.
The hated chain merchandizing linked to chain-servicing, decentralized
but reintegrated in countryside markets, may give more direct and per-
fected machinery for all kinds of distribution of all kinds of *stores in
connection with traffic-stations than ever could be had by the out-dated
back-and-forth haul.
THE MOTOR CAR MORE AND MORE
Complete mobilization of our American people is one natural asset of
the machine, fast approaching. Opportunity will soon come for the home-
ward-bound individual to pick up by the wayside anything in the way of
supplies he may require, just as the stranger may find there entertain-
ment and satisfactory lodging. In these United States great highways are
becoming arteries of the integrated but otherwise decentralized great
metropolis of the future: Broadacre City.
Yes, these common wayside interests, plus entertainment because of
the motor car, will soon be a highway as well as a byway commonplace*
As the importance of Freedom appears to the human mind the need of it
increases in the human heart. So no doubt a new sense of quality in all
these expressions will appear. The luxurious motor-bus travelling over
superb road systems is making travel and intercommunication not only
universally available but highly interesting. And the aeroplane will be
remodelled some day as a self-contained mechanical unit. Then it will pick
up and continue this surface traffic as super-traffic in air, routed anywhere
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